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Venus Sextile Mars & Jupiter

For Valentine’s Day this year we are blessed with Smiling Venus connecting with Eager
Mars. This romantic and sexual time, which actually starts Feb 12th continues on until the
21st of Feb. Also on Valentine’s Day, Jovial Jupiter joins this pair of lovers and the party
really gets exuberant and lasts until the 19th. Expect much laughter, joking, horsing around
and high spirits.
Expressing Ourselves - It’s a wonderful time for all of us to begin writing, even creating a
book or an informational website. That’s because Jupiter is all about getting what we have
to say out to the world far and wide. Jupiter also accelerates having an enjoyable time in
the great outdoors, with sports, staying overnight somewhere and of course being
enthusiastic, as well as romantic as Venus, with our sweeties.
Other places, like our favorite place of worship, can bring us joy at this time, because
Jupiter also energizes religion. We could find ourselves very optimistic and philosophical
about being, doing and having in our lives.
Mars brings objectivity, which means we can take tangible advantage of our opportunities.
Venus, on the other hand, likes to be practical and use moderation, and Jupiter sees the

future of our partnerships at this time. With Mars added to Jupiter we can easily start
putting energy into a brand new relationship or towards a new horizon of an ongoing
relationship and into areas where benevolence and loving others can be initiated. It’s a
wonderful time to explore possibilities of bonding more with others on a one-to-one level.
The time is right to cement existing relationships and to begin successful new ones.
Yet, it also is an active time or activity based time. Some of that activity is the
togetherness urge which will align purposes and begin joint ventures, enterprises or just
enjoyable social times.
It is also a very expressive time -- extroverted or outward oriented behavior. Instead of
being receptive, the urge is now to be with others or at least push ourselves in that
direction at this time.
It is also a very fiery time, which corresponds with lots of zeal and aspiration. The soft
earthy and intellectual air of Venus will add its touch of smoothness and appropriateness to
the mix and add balance to the other two enthusiastic planets. This will help the energies be
harmonious and appreciated by others.
This is a successful time because we have the big picture of Jupiter to see where we are
going, the initiative to get started with Mars and the love of Venus for harmonizing and
sustaining. We can apply it to our own situations in life, be jolly and start to enjoy – with
gusto!
Let us appreciate the grateful joy and enthusiasm at this time! Namaste.
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